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NEW QUESTION: 1
Consider a FileMaker 13 solution with the following tables and
fields:
Assuming only the above relationships between table
occurrences, using sorting if necessary, which two actions can
be performed? (Choose two.)
A. Display all records from the Customer table in a portal on a
layout for an Invoice Item record
B. Create a value list on a Product layout which displays all
Customers
C. Find all of the Customers who have ever ordered a specific
Product
D. Create a portal to display each Product that has been
ordered by a Customer
E. Create a value list that shows all Invoices for a chosen

Customer
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are designing a new security policy on an SRX Series
device. You must block an application and log all occurrence of
the application access attempts.
In this scenario, which two actions must be enabled in the
security policy? (Choose two.)
A. Log the session initiations
B. Enable a deny action
C. Log the session closures
D. Enable a reject action
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is a valid statement about the tacmdputfile command?
A. It can transfer files between any monitoring agents.
B. The agents must be running under root or administrator.
C. It cannot transfer files between Windows and Linux agents.
D. It transfers files from the Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring
Server and managed systems.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A batch workload that historically completed in the maintenance
window between 10:00 PM and midnight is currently showing poor
performance and completing at 2 AM. To help in the diagnosis of
the performance degradation, the senior DBA in your
organization asks you to execute the awrddrpt.sql script to
produce a Compare Periods report. Which two statements are true
about the report produced by this script? (Choose two.)
A. It normalizes the statistics by the amount of time spent on
the database for each time period.
B. It compares details between any two selected time periods of
the same duration.
C. It is refreshed automatically based on the moving window
baseline.
D. It compares details between two consecutive time periods of
the same or different durations and is refreshed every 60
minutes.
Answer: A,B
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